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Charlie T. Wright is the 2021–22 Chairman of The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) Global Board 
of Directors. In this role, Wright leads the 17-member Global Board, is chair of the Supervisory 
Committee, and presides over Global Assembly. Wright is an experienced chief audit executive 
with more than 35 years of corporate experience in the airline, energy, and financial services 
industries. He has been in the internal audit profession for more than 19 years. 

Before becoming Global Chair, Wright’s volunteer roles at The IIA included senior vice chair,  
vice chair of Finance and of Professional Guidance, chair of the North American Advocacy 
Committee and of the Global Committee Task Force, and member of the Three Lines Model task 
force. Wright is also a former editor of the Risk Watch column in Internal Auditor magazine and a 
speaker and presenter at many IIA and other conferences. 

For his chairman’s theme, Wright focuses on how internal audit can prepare for the future, as 
advances in technology create opportunities and challenges for the profession. His presentation, 
“Future Ready,” explores the transformative nature of technology, how internal auditors must 
upskill to become tech-savvy, and how they can create efficiencies in their work and in their 
organizations. 

Wright knows technology. He is Chief Risk Officer for Jack Henry & Associates, a technology 
services provider for the financial services industry. He oversees the internal audit function as  
well as information security, enterprise risk management, occupational risk management,  
regulatory and compliance, third-party risks, and enterprise continuity. He strongly believes  
that, in today’s world, knowledge and use of technology should be baseline requirements for  
all internal auditors. 

Wright is also active in a number of other volunteer roles. He is chairman of the board of Good-
will Industries of Central Oklahoma and recently completed a six-year term as chairman of the 
Risk Management Committee for the Last Frontier Council of the Boy Scouts of America. Wright 
is a co-founder and board member of Connexion, a company that funds small businesses in 
international locations to empower local people and create self-sustaining employment. Wright 
also has served as chairman of the American Petroleum Institute Internal Audit Committee and 
chairman of the Airline Transportation Association Internal Audit Committee. 

Wright is a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA). Other professional credentials include Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA) and Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA). Wright received bachelor’s 
degrees in Accounting and in Computer Science from Oklahoma State University. He also  
received a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the University of Tulsa.
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The world is on the threshold of extraordinary technological change. While humans have witnessed 
technology shifts in the past, the aggregated effect of multiple technologies maturing at once promises  
to rapidly alter business practices, job sectors, and entire industries. With the continuing expansion of  
computer processing power, big data, and data storage—along with the advancements of far-reaching  
technologies like machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI), and blockchain—technological change is  
happening at a much faster pace than in the past. The pandemic, which underscored how important  
digital transformation is to the survival of most organizations, only accelerated this process. 

The internal audit function’s assurance over governance, risk, and control processes, its objectivity, and—
most importantly—its insight and foresight are needed now more than ever. Foresight on the part of internal 
audit is a critical element in delivering value to the organization, as former IIA President and CEO Richard 
Chambers explains in Agents of Change: Internal Auditors in an Era of Disruption. Foresight “illuminates  
potential future threats, or risks, if critical actions are not taken,” Chambers writes. “Successful organizations 
are able to navigate tomorrow’s often rapidly emerging risks, not simply relive yesterday’s.”1 

While assurance services remain essential to internal audit’s mission, mature internal audit functions go  
beyond traditional assurance by becoming “change agents,” wading into less familiar and complex topics 
and risks, embracing technology, and being willing to experiment with new procedures and techniques in 
their own work. Another Chambers truism that differentiates the change agent is that “internal auditors  
help the trains run on time. Change agents identify the need for and add new routes.”2 

Being able to adapt to the rapidly evolving technology landscape is imperative for organizations but also for 
auditors themselves. Organizations are not the only party at risk. According to The Future of Jobs Report 
2020 by the World Economic Forum (WEF), accountants and auditors are ranked number four on the list of 
“jobs with decreasing demand,” grouped with other roles being displaced by new technologies and identi-
fied as “increasingly redundant by 2025.”3

However, while more traditional jobs will be replaced, new roles will be created. Practitioners who are  
well-versed in third-party risk management, data analysis, business analysis, and information security  
will become even more important. Meanwhile, organizations will continue to need people with business 
acumen who understand the importance of controls and who can provide valuable, strategic advice.

Internal auditors cannot simply be spectators to these coming changes. Instead, each practitioner must  
be proactive in following trends and developments, perceiving how new technologies may apply to his  
or her industry and the risks and opportunities they present. Further, they must prepare themselves and  
their internal audit function to meet these technological changes by developing new competencies and  
embracing new methods for getting the job done. Finally, internal auditors must not only communicate to 
the organization the risks and opportunities on the horizon, they must also make plain to the organization 
the value of the internal audit function on this journey. In short, to help organizations adapt and thrive in  
the face of change, internal auditors need to be future ready.

1   Richard F. Chambers and Robert Pérez, Agents of Change: Internal Auditors in an Era of Disruption  
  (Lake Mary, FL: Internal Audit Foundation, 2021), 50.
2   Ibid.
3   World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs Report 2020, October 2020. 
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Part of the reason for today’s rapid technological advancements can be traced back to Moore’s Law, 
which is based on the foresight of American engineer Gordon Moore. In the 1960s, Moore predicted the 
number of transistors added to silicon chips would double every 18 to 24 months because manufacturers 
would be able to make smaller and smaller transistors. Moore’s Law was entirely predictive of the computer 
revolution, which saw exponential growth in computing power. 

Because scientists are currently building chips at the atomic level, a reduction in the size of the transistors  
is bound to slow and at some point stop. However, scientists are now building algorithms that leverage 
quantum physics to perform more complex transactions significantly faster than classical computers. It is 
only a matter of time before scientists make the leap from classical computers to quantum computers.  
Engineers are already building purpose-built chips, like graphical processors, and purpose-built computers 
that increase speed and memory. 

This increasing computing power means that technology will continue to quicken its pace, and society will 
experience the knock-on effects in AI and machine learning, robotics and autonomous vehicles, blockchain, 
3D printing, 5G, nanotechnology, and virtual and augmented reality. 

The impact is already being felt in today’s companies. Of technologies likely to be adopted by 2025,  
more than 80% of business leaders surveyed for the WEF’s report said they planned to incorporate  
cloud computing, big data analytics, the Internet of Things (IoT) and connected devices, encryption  
and cybersecurity tools, and AI (including machine learning and natural language processing). Other  
technologies that more than 50% of business leaders see themselves adopting include text, image,  
and voice processing; e-commerce and digital trade solutions; non-humanoid robots and drones;  
augmented and virtual reality; and blockchain.4 

Advances in IoT and AI have also helped to mature the field of automation. Because scientists now have  
the capability to access and store more data related to IoT, robotics can be deployed to automate activities 
and processes. By applying AI, robots can be trained to perform certain tasks and ultimately learn and make 
improvements to their own software. With all the technologies improving at a near-exponential rate, the 
cycle of improvement will be extraordinary. This isn’t lost on businesses; among business leaders surveyed 
for the WEF study, more than 80% report they are accelerating the automation of their work processes.  
A significant 50% also indicate they are set to accelerate the automation of jobs within their companies.5  

While it is estimated that humans still expend more hours on work tasks than machines do today, the  
share of human-versus-machine task hours will reach equivalency by 2025, according to the WEF’s report. 
In other words, easily automated tasks like information and data processing, data retrieval, administrative 
tasks, and some types of traditional manual labor will be reallocated to algorithms and machines, which 
will be putting in as many hours as humans. The tasks where humans are expected to hold a competitive 
advantage over machines include managing, advising, decision-making, reasoning, communicating,  
and interacting.6

Evolving Technology  
Landscape

4  World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs Report 2020, October 2020.
5   Ibid.
6   Ibid.
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The workforce of the future will look different, and changes are already underway. About 43% of  
business leaders surveyed for the WEF’s report said they expect to reduce their current workforce by 2025 as 
a result of technological integration or automation. But an automation-fueled reduction in labor is not the 
only workforce change organizations expect to make in the near future. About 55% of respondents said they 
expect their organization to modify the composition of its value chain by 2025. Meanwhile, the traditional 
idea of the workforce is also likely to change, as almost 42% of business leaders say they plan to expand 
their use of contractors to do specialized work. And likely due in part to the expansion of successful  
work-from-home experiments, 38.3% of leaders say they expect their organization to modify its operating 
location by 2025. Finally, technological change is expected to drive job creation even as it eliminates some 
traditional roles. Opportunities and skill requirements will be different, but more than 34% of respondents 
say that they expect to expand their current workforce by 2025 as a result of technological integration  
or automation.7  

For the workforce at large, competencies that are seen as the most valuable are also changing. While critical 
thinking and analysis, as well as problem solving, have been identified as highly prized “skill groups” on 
previous WEF surveys, an emerging skill group of importance is “self-management,” which includes active 
learning, resilience, stress tolerance, and flexibility. This not only speaks to the need for employees to be  
lifelong learners, it also indicates that employers recognize the need for a workforce that can be adaptive 
and pivot in times of disruption and change. The Future of Jobs Report 2020 further breaks down these  
skill groups into individual skills, with the top five overall skills for 2025 named as:

•  Analytical thinking and innovation.

•  Active learning and learning strategies.

•  Complex problem solving.

•  Critical thinking and analysis.

•  Creativity, originality, and initiative.

Additional skills that business leaders identified among the top 15 needed for the jobs of tomorrow  
include leadership and social influence; technology use, monitoring, and control; emotional intelligence; 
and systems analysis and evaluation.8

Transformational change will require foresight. Strategic agility is now at a premium where the digital 
environment enables new entrants as well as old competitors to reduce costs and thrive. Organizations are 
no longer just competing for market share; they are competing to build capabilities for the markets of the 
future faster than their competition. 

Because internal audit—more than any other function—has the ability to spend dedicated, quality time  
understanding the many processes in an organization, auditors are in an excellent position to explain  
governance, risk management, and controls to management or governance groups, like the board audit 

7  World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs Report 2020, October 2020.
8  Ibid.

Workforce of the Future
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committee or risk committee. Further, internal audit can provide unique insight and perspective to  
management and the audit committee during business transformation. Practitioners have the opportunity 
to add value by consulting during the development of innovative processes and providing assurance of  
new processes. 

Despite this potential, only 38% of chief audit executives or heads of internal audit participating in an  
October 2020 global study exploring internal audit competency said they felt their functions had the  
capability to audit more than three of six critical areas related to technology and innovation. These 
areas included: 

•  Disruptive technologies.

•  Cloud and virtual computing environments.

•  Extended enterprise risk management (ERM).

•  Cybersecurity.

•  Dynamic risk assessment.

•  Business continuity and crisis management.9

The study, conducted by the Internal Audit Foundation in collaboration with Deloitte, found that leaders 
were the most confident of staff competencies in business continuity and crisis management, with 69% 
indicating their functions possessed the skills and capabilities necessary to effectively audit in these areas.  
In contrast, disruptive technologies ranked lowest, with only 28% of functions possessing the needed  
competency.

One of the key findings from the Foundation’s 2020 Assessing Competencies in Internal Audit study is that  
internal audit may be falling behind in developing its personnel. Based on feedback from nearly 1,200  
internal audit leaders and practitioners from 93 countries, the study analyzed trends in competence gaps 
and resource gaps as they relate to The IIA’s Internal Audit Competency Framework. 

Competence gaps are the difference between the respondents’ perceived relevance of a knowledge area 
(see the framework) and their competency for that specific knowledge area. Within the study, the most  
critical competence gaps included the following areas: 

•  IT control frameworks.

•  Data analytics.

•  Security and privacy.

•  Agile auditing.

•  Fraud.

•  Risk management.

9  Assessing Internal Audit Competency: Minding the Gap to Maximize Insights  
  (Lake Mary, FL: Internal Audit Foundation, 2021, Pre-publication).

Workforce of the Future 
(continued)
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Resource gaps indicate a difference between the perceived relevance of a knowledge area (see the  
framework) and the function’s allocation of resources to develop that competency. The most critical  
relevance-to-resource gaps in the study include:

•  Soft skills.

• Relationship building.

• Reporting.

• Organizational independence.

• Risk management.

• Due professional care.10

The implication of these findings is that if these competence and resource gaps are not addressed, it will 
impair the ability of internal auditors to reach their potential in the workforce of the future. Many of these 
competencies are interrelated with the top 15 skills cited by the WEF report as critical for the workforce in 
2025. Practitioners who focus on enhancing their competency in these areas within The IIA’s Internal Audit 
Competency Framework will enhance the value they have today and into the future. 

The IIA will be using the results from this study to inform future content and training opportunities and to 
identify paths and materials practitioners can use to close these critical competency gaps. Internal audit 
functions should also consider how they measure up when it comes to auditing areas of innovation.

10  Assessing Internal Audit Competency: Minding the Gap to Maximize Insights  
  (Lake Mary, FL: Internal Audit Foundation, 2021, Pre-publication).

Workforce of the Future 
(continued)
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As the multiple technologies converge and mature over the next few years, internal auditors must ask 
themselves how disruptive innovation may change their organizations, the expectations of stakeholders, 
and the profession itself. If the work of internal audit is indeed to enhance and protect, then the function 
must be prepared to adapt to new risks and the new demands that come with them.

“With the pace of technological change and the introduction of new risks that disruptive technology brings, 
it is important that audit committees have the independent perspective of a technology knowledgeable 
internal audit team and their assurance that the organization has the right controls in place to mitigate risk 
from these new innovations,” according to Tom Wilson, managing partner at DecisionPoint Advisors and 
audit committee chair at Jack Henry.

It is incumbent on internal audit leadership to get very comfortable with technology, both within and out-
side of the function, and to make sure that staff members have the resources and training they need to feel 
competent covering new areas of risk. Audit leaders should consider some of the following steps: 

•  Prioritizing their resource allocation toward the most critical competency gaps. 

•  Leveraging opportunities to cross-train employees, possibly even rotating auditors into a more  

   technical role for a year or two and then bringing them back into the audit function. 

•  Balancing out audit teams by bringing on some technically competent people who may not have audit  

   experience and training them to be auditors. 

•  Developing gamified competitions that encourage auditors to experiment with new software or tools.11

Functions might also consider establishing cross-functional teams to discuss new and emerging  
technologies and how they might add value to the organization. The optimal areas of disruptive  
innovation will be slightly different for every industry, although there are crossover technologies  
that will affect all organizations or functions. 

For instance, robotic process automation (RPA) is an area where many internal audit teams are gaining 
experience. RPA tools can be programmed to conduct tedious, multi-step processes, greatly increasing the 
amount of data that gets analyzed and freeing auditors to do work involving higher-level thinking. 

Similarly, AI and machine learning will be very helpful as organizations learn to use technology for fraud 
analysis. Auditors can train these tools to look for patterns or anomalies in large amounts of data. They can 
also be used to provide insight into many other areas of the organization, such as for reputational analysis 
or to improve customer service. In the FinTech industry, software built on machine learning is already very 
much in play, such as services that allow financial institutions to combat fraud in real time by looking for 
unusual transactions. 

11  Charlie Wright, “The Future-ready Internal Auditor,” Internal Auditor 78, no. 4 (August 2021).

Becoming Future Ready:   
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When considering what areas of technology to focus on, it is important to remember that technologies 
not traditionally associated with certain sectors sometimes end up playing a prominent role. That is the  
nature and definition of innovation. For instance, few people in the past would have associated something 
like virtual reality with automobile manufacturing or the idea of printing—as in 3D printing—with prosthetics  
and surgery.

Innovation presents both risks and rewards. According to IIA President and CEO Anthony J. Pugliese, there  
is an imperative for greater competencies and experience in technology. Internal auditors who cultivate  
the right skill sets, show creativity, and apply critical and analytical thinking, especially around disruptive 
technology, will be valuable partners and resources to help drive organizational initiatives and achieve  
objectives. “There is tremendous potential for internal auditors to elevate themselves through innovation 
and collaboration, particularly in the areas of cybersecurity and technology,” said Pugliese.

Evidence suggests organizations are in for a lot of change. However, internal audit has the expertise and 
wherewithal to manage the coming change. By adopting a habit of lifelong learning, continuing to develop 
skills like critical thinking and problem solving, and being open to new technologies, techniques, and tools, 
internal audit is well-positioned to add value to organizations. By being future ready, internal auditors can 
help establish internal audit as an innovative profession and an indispensable part of the organization.

Becoming Future Ready:   
An Imperative for Internal Audit 
(continued)
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Synchrony’s audit function is upskilling auditors and other Synchrony employees through its own in-house 
data analytics training program called the Data Intelligence Academy. The data analytics audit team offers 
two types of training through the academy: a 48-hour, software-based course and a full-day “Data Analytics 
101” course covering the basics. 

Employees who complete the longer training earn the title of data intelligence auditors (DIAs). These more 
specialized auditors study data analytics methodology, data governance, data location and acquisition, and 
data preparation and management. Most importantly, says Edgar Abreu, vice president for data analytics, 
“We train the individuals on how to write the actual code to perform the analytics—and not only how to 
write the code, but also to read code, because quite often part of the audit scope is to test that code used 
by the business meets business requirements and objectives.” Meanwhile, non-DIA auditors are given the 
shorter, basic training in data analytics. This way, says Abreu, “Everybody in our department is speaking the 
same language, because everyone has been provided data analytics training at some level.”

To encourage auditors to continue developing their skills, the team recently introduced badges—a type of 
gamification—as motivation. Auditors earn badges linked to specific capabilities and tasks, such as joining a 
table or curating data. “We have a whole process now where we can actually automate evaluating the DIA’s 
code and see whether they demonstrated that particular capability,” explains Brian Scherbaum, internal  
audit senior vice president. Earned badges are then displayed on a leaderboard during town hall-style  
department meetings. “We felt it was a fun way of encouraging people to apply the skills learned during  
the Data Intelligence Academy,” adds Scherbaum. The team plans to incorporate earning badges into  
the audit team’s goals for 2022.

In addition to developing the program, Scherbaum said the team is proud of the fact that they have  
been able to expand the program to include employees outside the audit function. In a recent class of 29 
students, “More than half of the students were from the business,” says Abreu. Being able to export the 
training strengthens relationships between the audit function and other parts of the organization, helps 
upskill non internal audit employees, and promotes the use and knowledge of data analytics. In place since 
2018, the Data Intelligence Academy has allowed auditors to work on other in-demand skills within the 
organization. “A lot of the audit work that we’re using data analytics for is very manual, so now we’re able  
to do that in a very quick amount of time, achieve expanded coverage, and then allow the audit members 
time for more strategic and creative thinking. This has improved the value we add to the organization,”  
Scherbaum says.

Success Story:    
Synchrony’s “Data Intelligence Academy”
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